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REFERENCES

This document utilizes the Frontier Kernel (http://kernel.scripting.com/) that was posted
as a Minimal Application Install
(http://matrix.scripting.com/blogs/gems/cd/Frontier10.0a1win.zip).

INTRODUCTION

The goal of this short how-to is quickly outline the steps necessary to get an Outline
Processor Markup Language (OPML) feed into the Frontier Kernel Minimal
Application Win32.  It should work for the Macintosh Minimal Application release.

For more more information about OPML check out: www.opml.org.

Tools used to put this document together: Microsoft Windows XP SP2, Frontier,
OpenOffice (with built-in Adobe PDF output), Firefox, and SnagIt (30-day demo).

Comments, suggestions, corrections, etc. are always welcome.  Thanks to Terry Teague
and Leonard Rosenthol for their help.

This how-to has been released under Creative Commons: 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/

GETTING STARTED IN FRONTIER 

First, you need to launch Frontier by double clicking on the application:

NOTE: This assumes you have downloaded it, and installed it from .ZIP file. And that
you have an active Internet access while working through the examples.
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On Windows XP SP2 (and probably most versions of Windows) the application will not
automatically display as a typical program running in the foreground. It is running though
after the double click and it is accessible in the Windows Toolbar:

To get into the Frontier application you need to right mouse click on the “cactus” icon:

And choose Open Frontier. This will bring up an application view similar to this:

NOTE: This depends on how you left the windows the last time you were in the
application, if this is your first time running Frontier there are some startup script stuff
that will happen that isn't covered in this document.
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If you look closer at the Frontier.root window, you will see something like this:

If you don't see the Frontier.root window after launching Frontier, you can get to this
view by selecting Window from the menu bar and then Frontier.root.

Double clicking on the workspace table will expand the table directly in the
Frontier.root, and should look something like this:
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NOTE: AR-Test, LastestShowNotesInOPML, & MakeShowNotesIntoOPML are not
going to be in your workspace. They are things I have been experimenting with and for
which Iplan to do another how-to on.

You can also get to the workspace table directly without seeing the Frontier.root by
choosing Main menu and then Workspace option or you can use the keyboard short cut:
CTRL+T on Windows. The workspace table in its own windows looks like:

NOTE: The workspace table is “traditionally” the main place I have stored what I
consider to be my personal data.  This may or may not be the ideal place for seasoned
Frontier users.
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SETTING UP AN OUTLINE FOR AN OPML LINK 

Now that you have the workspace open (either as its own window or in Frontier.root
windows), you can now launch the workspace.notepad by double clicking on text and
that will open up a new workspace.notepad window:

Now for this how-to we are going to get some real world data from the podcasting world.

NOTE: If you don't know what podcasting is, then check out: http://www.ipodder.org. 

Type in “Adam Curry OPML”, hit return, then tab then type in “Daily Source Code”
with a  return.. Then tab again and then type in “2004-12-30”. You should now have
something that looks like this:

GETTING THE OPML LINK 

Now go to the following URL on Adam Curry's site (http://live.curry.com):

http://www.curry.com/2004/12/30#a447
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NOTE: Any recent Adam Curry Daily Source Code (DSC) will actually work, but this
how-to is using the 12-30-2004 podcast. 

In Firefox the above URL looks something like:

Now right mouse click on the opml link and Firefox will give you the following options:

And choose Copy Link Location.  This will put the following URL in your system's
clipboard:
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http://static2.podcatch.com/blogs/gems/gurry/DSC20041230.opml

ADDING THE OPML LINK  

Now go back to Frontier, and do a right mouse click on the selected 2004-12-30 item in
the workspace.notepad outline.  This will bring up a menu that looks like this:

Select the Add Link and paste in the OPML URL that was captured from Adam Curry's
site:

NOTE: You can also link to other items, not just OPML.  HTML links are also valid and
I believe that you can also link to local files (like MP3s).  But I haven't tried that yet.

And now hit OK.  This will change the icon for the 2004-12-30 item:
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If you now double click on the 2004-12-30 item, Frontier will go out to that link and get
the OPML file at that url and import it into Frontier in outline format.

NOTE: You may have to make some security changes to your firewall programs to allow
Frontier to go out to the Internet.

So, now you have all the Daily Source Code show notes into “your” copy of Frontier
(links and all) that you can do with as you wish:
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Other OPML URLs that you can play with:

• http://sholden.typepad.com/weblog/opml/TRTO_014_ShowNotes.opml  

• http://www.scripting.com/index.opml  

• http://www.activerenderer.com/opml/aRNav.opml  

• http://www.xlogs.net/opml/myRadioWishList.opml  
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